Satellite signal distortions, or so called ''evil waveforms'' (EWFs), may cause severe distortions of the cross-correlation function in receivers. Undetected EWFs could result in large range errors and threaten the integrity of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). Analog distortion and digital distortion are two classical types of signal distortions. With the advent of modernized GNSS signals, more failure types are considered to cover potential EWFs of Binary offset carrier (BOC) modulated signals, such as codeonly distortion and subcarrier-only distortion. Different failure types affect the correlation functions and the tracking precision in different ways. Therefore, it is useful to identify the failure type of a detected distortion. Conventional multi-correlator method can detect signal distortions; however, it is infeasible to identify the failure types. We developed a novel multi-correlator method based on Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA). The QDA-based method also uses correlation-domain detection metrics but performs distortion type classification by supervised learning algorithm. Experimentally measured results on Beidou B1C data signals are presented, which show the effectiveness and robustness of proposed method. Compared with conventional multi-correlator method, the QDA-based signal quality monitoring (SQM) method shows better performance on detecting EWFs and provides an extra capability to identify the failure types accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), highly accurate navigation applications, such as civil aviation, have clear requirements for the service integrity [1] . Improving the integrity becomes one of the highest priorities for upgrading GNSS, such as the third generation of Beidou satellite navigation system (BDS-3) [2] . Signal distortions or so called ''evil waveforms'' (EWFs) result from the failures of the signal generating hardware onboard the satellites [3] , [4] . These distortions may cause severe deformations of the cross-correlation functions inside tracking channels, which would induce huge range errors and threaten the integrity of GNSS [5] . Signal quality monitoring (SQM) is needed to reliably detect the signal distortions and therefore protect users from this integrity threat [6] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jun Shi . Several failure types have been proposed to characterize signal distortions, including analog distortion and digital distortion [7] , [8] . The failure types are defined by analyzing possible phenomenon occurring at signal level. Although these failure types do not represent the reality, they are approaching expected EWFs which appear on the satellite payload [9] . With the advent of modernized GNSS signals, more failure types are considered to cover the potential EWFs of new signals. New signals such as Binary offset carrier (BOC) modulated signals are generated by using different units onboard satellites, where code generator produces the pseudorandom noise (PN) sequence and the square-wave generator provides subcarrier [10] . Both code generator and square-wave generator are possible to suffer from failures, which would induce lead or lag of the code chip and subchip transition as well [11] . Therefore, digital distortions of BOC signals are further divided into PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion.
The approaches to deal with these distortions can be different according to different failure types. For BOC signals, analog distortion and subcarrier distortion induce large range errors, while PN code distortion has almost no tracking errors unless the correlator spacing is too large [12] . The reason is that the correlation peak of analog distortion and subcarrier distortion is shifted, however, there is no shift on the correlation peak for PN code distortion. Furthermore, the tracking errors caused by subcarrier distortions can be reduced by differential corrections, because the tracking errors are similar for different correlator spacings. But the differential corrections are infeasible to remove all errors for users [13] . Analog distortion induces tracking errors varying with correlator spacings and would produce differential range errors. Analog distortion, PN code distortion, and subcarrier distortion affect the correlation functions in different ways, which have different influences on tracking performance. Therefore, it is useful to identify different failure types.
Multi-correlator method, first proposed by Phelts, was a prevalent distortion detection method [3] . It uses multiple correlator measurements at different code delays to calculate detection metrics, such as ratio or delta metrics [7] . By comparing these detection metrics with the thresholds, signal distortions can be detected in correlation-domain. However, different failure types can result in different effects on detection metrics. Typically, a detection metric is sensitive to a certain kind of evil waveforms [14] . It is infeasible to distinguish the failure types by simply using different thresholds. To deal with the problem mentioned above, a kind of supervised learning method is taken into consideration in our research.
Quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) is a probabilistic parametric classification technique. As an effective approach to supervised classification problems, QDA models the likelihood of each class as a Gaussian distribution, then uses the posterior distributions to estimate the class [15] . Since the correlation-domain detection metrics can be treated as Gaussian variables [16] , QDA is an effective method to classify distorted signals according to the distributions of detection metrics. We aim to design a multi-correlator method based on QDA to detect distortions and distinguish the failure type of a potential distortion simultaneously.
As a widely used civil signal, B1C data signal transmitted by BDS-3 is evaluated in the present stage of our research. In the beginning, three failure types, analog distortion, PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion, are introduced and the tracking errors caused by these distortions are analyzed. A novel multi-correlator method based on QDA is then proposed for BOC(1,1) signal to perform distortion detection and classification. The proposed method adopts classification algorithm rather than threshold decisions, which regards the distortion detection as an issue of classification. A main advantage of the proposed method over conventional multi-correlator method is the added ability of estimating and distinguishing the failure types. A prototype of QDA-based SQM receiver is designed and several tests are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm on real signals.
II. FAILURE TYPES AND TRACKING ERROR ANALYSIS
There have been some definitions on the failure types of GPS C/A signals [17] . However, BOC(1,1) signals are used in Beidou B1C data channels [18] . Failure types need to be redefined for BOC signal due to different modulation type [9] . According to previous researches, we focus on three kinds of failure types for BOC(1,1) signals, including analog distortion, PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion. The definitions on these distortions are introduced and the tracking errors caused by the distortions are analyzed in detail.
A. FAILURE TYPES TO BE MONITORED
Analog distortion is defined as a failure type of GPS L1 C/A code [7] , which is regarded as a kind of imperfection within the radio frequency components of signal generation hardware. This failure type is described as an amplitude modulation or ringing that occurs at every chip transition, which can be directly applied to every GNSS signals including BOC signals [19] . A second order system can be used to represent the effect of analog distortion. The transfer function of the second order system for representing analog distortion is given by Phelts [7] :
where ω n is natural oscillation frequency and ξ is system damping ratio. Furthermore, analog distortion could be characterized by two parameters, f d and σ d : 1) f d (MHz), the ringing frequency associated with the edges of the distorted chip, which is calculated by f d = ω n 1 − ξ 2 /2π. 2) σ d (Mnepers/second), the damping factor associated with that ringing, which is calculated by σ d = ξ ω n . This equates to an amplitude attenuation rate of about 20σ d log 10 (e) dB/chip [7] . Digital distortion is also defined as a failure type of GPS L1 C/A signal, which is caused by the failures inside baseband signal generator [7] . All the positive chips of digital-distorted signals have a falling edge that leads or lags relative to the correct end-time for that chip [20] . Some detection methods have been developed for this kind of distortion [21] , [22] .
However, the generations of PN code and subcarrier are two separate procedures onboard navigation satellites for BOC signal [10] . The lead or lag specified for GPS L1 C/A could affect code chip transition or subcarrier transition as well for BOC signals [11] . Therefore, two failure types have been proposed to cover possible failure cases for BOC signals, including subcarrier distortion and PN code distortion [10] . Two parameters are used to define these failure types:
1) S , the amount of lead or lag in the falling edges of the distorted subcarrier with respect to the nominal position of those edges.
2) C , the amount of lead or lag in the falling edges of the distorted PN code with respect to the nominal position of those edges. In addition to single failure, multiple failures are possible to occur simultaneously, such as combination of PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion. Since these failures originate from different payloads onboard the satellites, the possibilities of the failures are independent of each other [10] . It is assumed that the possibilities of analog distortion, PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion are P a , P c and P s , respectively. Then, P c · P s will be the possibility of combination of PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion. Considering that these probabilities are small values, the possibility will be much smaller in the case that multiple failures occur simultaneously. Therefore, we mainly concentrate on monitoring and analyzing single failure in our paper. In addition to section V, all the distortions belong to single failure types.
B. TRACKING ERRORS ANALYSIS
These three failure types have different influences on tracking performance. Firstly, we derive the cross-correlation functions of the distorted signals, which explain the influence of distortions in correlation domain clearly. The crosscorrelation function of analog distorted signal is yielded by using second-order filter to modify the incoming signal:
where we substitute s = j2πf into equation (1) to produce H (f ) as the frequency domain representation of second-order respond function. C(f ) denoted the power spectrum of the fault-free baseband signal. C * (f ) is the complex conjugate of the C(f ). For PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion, we calculate the cross-correlation functions of these distorted signals by adding the error part R C (τ ) or R S (τ ) to the fault-free cross-correlation function R(τ ). Sun et al. have given the mathematical formulas of R C (τ ) and R S (τ ) [10] . Thus, we obtain the cross-correlation functions of PN code distorted signal and subcarrier distorted signal:
where R d( C ) (τ ) and R d( S ) (τ ) represent the crosscorrelation functions of PN code distorted signal and subcarrier distorted signal, respectively. S and C are in chip unit T C . It is deduced from equation (3) that no tracking error exists for receiving PN code distorted signal with a commonly used correlator spacing (less than 0.5T C ). For subcarrier distortion, it is calculated that the tracking error is about 2 S · c 3 (c is the light velocity) with a commonly used correlator spacing. The cross-correlation functions of distorted signals and ideal signal are simulated and used to indicate the tracking errors caused by these distortions. Fig. 1 (a) depicts the cross-correlation functions of analog distorted signal and ideal signal for BOC(1,1) signal. Analog distortion leads to oscillations around the slope changes of the correlation function in an asymmetric way [23] . For BOC(1,1) signals, these oscillations occur on both the main peak and side peaks of the correlation function. The main peak of correlation function is shifted, which can induce range errors. In addition, it is illustrated that the tracking errors vary significantly with different correlator spacings. Since the code correlator spacings and RF front-end may vary between user and reference receivers, differential corrections cannot remove the range errors induced by this failure type. The signals suffering from this failure should be promptly detected and excluded from positioning [24] . Fig. 1 (b) depicts the correlation functions of subcarrier distortion and Fig. 1(c) shows the results of PN code distortion. The correlation function affected by subcarrier distortion has some characteristics, including shifted correlation peak and reduced main peak. The range errors induced by subcarrier distortion vary more as a function of increasing S than correlator spacing [12] . It is illustrated that the range errors are similar when using different correlator spacings. Therefore, the range errors induced by subcarrier distortion can be reduced significantly by differential corrections. For PN code distortion, there is no shift on the correlation peak but the signals suffer from correlation loss [10] . In addition, PN code distortion also induces amplitude distortions on the side peaks of correlation function. It is shown that BOC(1,1) signals subjected to PN code distortion have no tracking error with different correlator spacings. Therefore, these distorted signals can still be used for positioning without differential corrections. It is worth noting that there is a risk of false lock for PN code distortion, so distorted signals need to be excluded. 
III. QDA-BASED MULTI-CORRELATOR METHOD
In this section, we introduce a multi-correlator method based on supervised learning technique to monitor Beidou B1C data signals and identify PN code distortion, subcarrier distortion, and analog distortion. Correlation-domain detection metrics are also used in the signal quality monitor, the difference is that quadratic discriminant analysis is adopted instead of threshold decisions. Similar to traditional supervised learning, the QDA-based method can be divided into two stages: off-line training and on-line monitoring.
A. OFF-LINE TRAINING
The workflow of off-line training is shown in Fig. 2 . The inputs are nominal and distorted B1C data signals and the outputs are model parameters. Off-line training is further divided into two steps: generation of training data sets and calculation of model parameters.
1) GENERATION OF TRAINING DATA SETS
The first step is to generate the training data sets by processing input signals. The input signals include nominal B1C data signals from healthy Beidou satellites and distorted B1C data signals from signal generator. The nominal signals and generated distorted signals are processed separately by a multi-correlator receiver. Specifically, the nominal signals are firstly collected and transmitted to the receiver to obtain the training data sets of nominal signals. Then, analog distorted, PN code distorted and subcarrier distorted signals are sent to the receiver respectively to establish the training data sets of distorted signals. Although the distortion parameters are variable for each failure type, it is unnecessary to generate distorted signals with different distortion parameters. To simplify the training process, these distortion parameters can be fixed to constants. The distortion parameters used for training should be selected properly to meet the requirement of false alarm rate, which will be analyzed in the experiment.
The following parameters of multi-correlator receiver are fixed: its RF front-end is considered as a 6-order Butterworth filter with a 16 MHz double-side bandwidth and its discriminator is an early-minus-late correlator pair with a correlator spacing of 0.5T C . For Beidou B1C data signals, T C ≈ 1µs. The correlator spacing is a parameter of the delay lock loop, corresponding to the code delay between early and late tracking correlators.
In addition to tracking pair, the other correlators remain at fixed offsets relative to the prompt correlator. We can use these correlation measurements to calculate the detection metrics. The detection metrics used to measure the signal distortion on the codes are comprised of linear combinations of correlation measurements [25] . Two types of detection metrics utilized here are simple ratio metric and delta metric.
Simple ratio metric is the easiest metric to implement, which can be expressed as follows:
where I z represents the in-phase correlator measurement at a distance z (in chip unit, T C ) from the prompt correlator. I 0 represents the measurement of prompt correlator, which is used to normalize the magnitude of correlation measurements. Ratio metrics can detect the presence of abnormal correlation peaks effectively [7] . Since subcarrier distortion and PN code distortion induce the amplitude anomalies of correlation peaks, ratio metrics are useful to detect these distortions.
The delta metric, also called difference ratio metric, is calculated by:
Delta metrics can detect distortions that affect the correlation function in an asymmetric way [7] . For nominal signals, the values of delta metrics tend to be zero due to the symmetry of correlation function. Since analog distortions lead to oscillations around the slope changes of the correlation function in an asymmetric way, delta metrics can detect analog distortions effectively.
The feature vector X is comprised of the detection metrics mentioned above, which can be expressed as [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X d ] T . d represents the dimension of feature vector and X i (i = 1, 2, . . . , d) represents a specific detection metric. Conventional multi-correlator method mainly uses the correlators near the main peak to detect the deformation induced by EWFs [7] . However, both the main peak and side peaks are affected when a BOC signal is distorted [26] . Therefore, not only the correlators on the main peak but also the correlators on the side peaks are useful for distortion detection.
The detection metrics used to form feature vector includes simple ratio metrics M z and delta metrics M z−z . Specifically, M z (with z = −0.05 − n 1 m : m : −0.05, 0.05 : m : 0.05+n 1 m) and M z−z (with 0.05 : m : 0.05+n 1 m) are used to monitor the main peak. M z (with z = −0.5 − n 2 m : m : −0.5, 0.5 : m : 0.5 + n 2 m) and M z−z (with z = 0.5 : m : 0.5 + n 2 m) are used to monitor the side peaks of BOC(1,1) signals. m represents the fixed code delay (in chip unit, T C ) or so-called distance between two adjacent monitoring correlators. n 1 and n 2 are related to the number of correlators on the main peak and side peaks, respectively. These detection metrics can not only monitor the symmetric or asymmetric distortions on the main peak but also monitor the distortions on the side peaks, which can provide a comprehensive monitoring of the correlation function.
Compared with nominal signals, the ratio metrics on the main peak of subcarrier distorted signals become larger due to the reduced main peak. For PN code distortions, the ratio metrics on one side peak are larger because one of the side peaks suffers from abnormal increase. For analog distortions, the delta metrics on both main peak and side pikes suffer from systematic biases because of the asymmetric distortions on correlation functions. Since the feature vector has specific statistical characteristics for each failure type, it can be used to classify the distortions.
Model parameters are calculated according to training data sets, which consist of a set of examples with paired input instances and desired outputs. The input instances are calculated directly by the feature vector. An input instance x can be expressed as [
denotes the actual results of detection metrics by processing input signals.
The input space is composed of all the input variables. According to the failure types mentioned above, we also define the output space , which is expressed as follows:
where the output variable ω 1 represents that the input signal is fault-free. ω 2 denotes that the input signal is PN code distorted. ω 3 denotes that the input signal is subcarrier distorted.
And ω 4 denotes that the input signal is analog distorted. For a set of examples with input instances x ij and desired outputs ω i , a training data set T can be expressed as follows:
where x ij , ω i stands for a training data or so called training sample composed of an input instance x ij and a desired output ω i . The training data set consists of 4N training samples, where there are N labelled input instances for nominal case and each failure type. x 1j denotes the j th input instance obtained by processing input nominal signals. x 2j , x 3j and x 4j stand for the jth input instances obtained by processing input PN code distorted, subcarrier distorted and analog distorted signals, respectively.
2) CALCULATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS
Given a training data set T , the next step is to learn the models and calculate model parameters. Since the thermal noise is considered to follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of zero, the correlation measurements can be considered as Gaussian variables [16] . The ratio of two Gaussian distributions tends to be a Gaussian distribution instead of a more complex distribution [11] . Therefore, the detection metrics can also be considered as Gaussian variables. Thus, the input instances composed of several detection metrics follow multivariate Gaussian distributions. We can use multivariate Gaussian model parameters to establish the models, including the mean vector µ ∈ R d and the covariance matrix
The model parameters are calculated according to maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. Firstly, the conditional probability of input instance is given by:
where d represents the dimension of input instance. µ ω i and ω i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) denotes the model parameters for a given training data set T . ω i is the determinant of the matrix ω i .
Then the joint likelihood function can be written as follows:
Thus we obtain the model parameters by ML estimations:
According to (11) and (12), the model parameters for a given training data set consist of 4 mean vector µ ω i and 4 covariance matrices ω i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).
B. ON-LINE MONITORING BASED ON QDA
The work flow of on-line monitoring is shown in Fig. 3 . The signals to be monitored are firstly processed by multicorrelator receiver. Then the test data are generated according to feature vector X , which become the input instance of monitoring module. Based on the test data and the model parameters, the monitoring module can calculate the discriminant functions and make a decision by quadratic discriminant analysis. Finally, the decision on distortion detection is obtained and the prediction on failure types is given if a distortion is detected. According to the output space defined above, the failure types include PN code distortion, subcarrier distortion and analog distortion.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the test data x are calculated by processing input signals according to the feature vector, which consists of the same detection metrics used in training stage. Different from the training data, the desired outputs are unknown and need to be calculated. Since the test data also follow multivariate Gaussian distribution, quadratic discriminant analysis is utilized to classify the test data and further identify the failure type of a distortion. Quadratic discriminant analysis, as an effective approach to supervised classification problems, models the likelihood of each class as a Gaussian distribution, then uses the posterior distributions to estimate the class for a given test data. As defined in the output space , there are four output classes for proposed method, including fault-free decision, PN code distorted decision, subcarrier distorted decision and analog distorted decision. Therefore, we can make a decision on distortion detection and classification by judging which class a test data belongs to.
The test data x become the input instances of QDA. Besides, the model parameters µ ω i , ω i estimated in training stage are pre-stored in the monitoring module. Then we can calculate the discriminant functions based on test data and model parameters. The calculation of discriminant functions is based on the maximum posteriori probability criterion, which is described by:
According to Bayes rule, the posterior distribution p ω i | x of detection results can be derived by following equation:
where p x |ω i represents class-conditional-probability density function of class ω i . p (ω i ) denotes the prior probability of class ω i . Here, the denominator p x can be treated as a constant because there is no correlation between p x and independent variable ω i . Therefore, the maximum posteriori decision is further given by:
where p (ω i ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the prior probability of class ω i , which is given by p (ω i ) = n i / 4 i=1 n i . Here, n i is the number of training samples for class ω i . The class-conditional-probability density function p x |ω i , also known as the likelihood function, can be calculated according to (9) . Then, the discriminant functions are obtained by taking logarithm:
In QDA-based method, we train each class ω i with the same number of training samples. Therefore p (ω i ) is the same for each discriminant function. In addition, the item −d/2 ln (2π) is a constant which is also the same for each discriminant function. The discriminant function g ω i with a given input instance x can be further simplified by removing the constant component and the item ln (p (ω i )):
where g ω i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the discriminant functions. Four outputs g ω i x (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) can be obtained from the discriminant functions during a detection period. Finally, a decision is made based on maximum posteriori probability criterion:
where ω x denotes an output of proposed method. ω x is determined by the maximum values of g ω i x (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). According to (17) , it can be deduced that the value of g ω i x is relatively large if the difference between input instance x and model parameter µ ω i is small. In addition, the covariance matrices ω i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are mainly depended on thermal noise conditions. If the model parameters are trained under the similar noise condition, there is little difference among four covariance matrices ω i (i =  1, 2, 3, 4) . Therefore, the input instance will be classified into the class ω i whose mean vector is closest to the input instance.
In other words, the test data will be classified into the category whose distribution is closest to the distribution of test data.
As depicted in Fig. 3 , a fault-free decision is made if the maximum value of g ω i x is g ω 1 x . On the contrary, the signal is considered to be distorted if the maximum value is g ω 2 x , g ω 3 x or g ω 4 x . More precisely, the signal is considered to suffer from PN code distortion if the maximum value is g ω 2 x . And the signal is subjected to subcarrier distortion if the maximum value is g ω 3 x . When the maximum value is g ω 4 x , the signal is considered to be affected by analog distortion. Using the decision strategy mentioned above, we can not only detect the distortions but also give a prediction about failure types.
IV. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION AND TEST RESULTS
In order to verify the capabilities of the proposed method, a series of experiments are carried out in a hardware platform and the test results are recorded. The experiment configuration is firstly introduced, including parameter settings of the receiver and the selection of training parameters. Then, several failure tests are conducted to present the classification performance under different conditions.
A. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION
The SQM receiver is developed to execute the monitoring algorithm, which includes multiple correlation channels. The configuration of the receiver is firstly given and the feature vectors that cover different monitoring areas are then introduced. Based on the requirement of false alarm probability, the training parameters are further determined for different feature vectors to calculate model parameters.
1) CONFIGURATION OF THE RECEIVER
A multi-correlator receiver is developed to achieve the signal processing and output correlation measurements. As shown in Fig. 4 , the radio frequency (RF) signals are filtered and down converted to intermediate frequency (IF) signals. After sampling, quantization and digital filtering, the IF signals are sent to signal processing module. The signal processing module is designed based on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), which can implement signal acquisition and tracking. The correlation measurements are processed by data management unit and transmitted to host computer for training or monitoring.
For Beidou B1C data signals, an unambiguous acquisition method based on BPSK-like technique is adopted, which just handles with a sideband of BOC(1,1) signal [27] . The carrier tracking is based on a closed 3 rd order phase locked loop (PLL) and a closed 2 nd order frequency locked loop (FLL). The code tracking is achieved by using closed delay locked loop (DLL). The discriminator of DLL is an earlyminus-late (E-L) correlator pair with a correlator spacing of 0.5T C for Beidou B1C data signals. Considering that the symbol rate of B1C data signal is 100 sps and primary code period is 10 ms [18], 10-ms-long coherent integration time is adopted in the receiver. Similar to chip domain method and Vision Correlator [28] , longer coherent integration time can further average the noise [29] . Table 1 describes the receiver parameters in the experiments.
In addition to tracking pair, the other correlators remain at fixed offsets relative to the prompt correlator. As analyzed above, the distortions induced by different failure types are more visible around the main peak and side peaks of correlation function for BOC(1,1) signal. It is not necessary to monitor the correlation function at too important distance from the main peak or side peaks. Besides, a time delay of 10 ns between two correlator outputs is reachable in designed receiver. Therefore, the SQM designed for Beidou B1C data signal is based on correlator measurements I z with z = −0.7:0.01: −0.5, −0.25:0.01: −0.05, 0, 0.05:0.01:0.25, 0.5:0.01:0.7 in chip unit T C . These correlator measurements are collected by ARM processor and transmitted to host computer for generating training or monitoring data.
2) CONFIGURATION OF FEATURE VECTORS
Feature vectors are comprised of multiple detection metrics, which are used to generate input instances for training or monitoring. The configuration of feature vectors depends on three parameters, including the distance between two monitoring correlators m, the amount of monitoring points n 1 , and n 2 . Table 2 gives the configuration of different feature vectors.
In our study, six feature vectors are considered. The detection metrics in X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , and X 4 have the same distance between the two monitoring points, but their monitored area sizes are different. The detection metrics in X 1 have the maximum monitoring area, while the detection metrics in X 2 , X 3 and X 4 have smaller monitoring areas. In addition, the detection metrics in feature vector X 3 , X 5 and X 6 have the same monitored area sizes, but their distance between two monitoring points are different.
3) SELECTION OF TRAINING PARAMETERS
The most important step of training is to select proper training parameters to calculate model parameters. The training parameters are composed of four fixed distortion parameters used to generate distorted signals, including tr C , tr S , f tr d and σ tr d . For processing nominal signals, the front end is connected to a NovAtel VEXXIS GNSS-850 antenna to collect healthy Beidou B1C data signals. For processing distorted signals, the receiver is connected to a signal generator, which has a capacity of generating distorted B1C data signals including PN code distortion, subcarrier distortion, and analog distortion. The setting range of distortion parameters is shown in Table 3 . The three values in cells represent the minimum value, the resolution and the maximum value, respectively.
The B1C data signal from BDS-3 M2 satellite is used to verify the proposed method. For the nominal signal, the training data are calculated every 1 second and all training data for a full pass of the given satellite are recorded. A total of 20,000 training data are collected in half a day. For each failure type, the distorted signals are generated and the training data of distorted signals are obtained. 20,000 training data are also recorded for each failure type to calculate model parameters.
The selection of training parameters is based on false alarm requirement, which is shown in Fig. 5 . The function of ''Train models'' is to calculate the model parameters which will be used in the following test module. According to the description in section III, it is known that the model are composed of µ ω i and ω i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) for a given training data set T . Equation (6) to equation (9) explain how to calculate the model parameters according to maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. Given the initialized training parameters, the training data together with model parameters are sent to false alarm test module. The false alarm test module consists of a QDA monitoring unit and data statistical unit, which calculates discriminant functions and records classification results. Once false alarm test is passed and the current model parameters are saved. The process of false alarm test is shown in Fig. 6. N i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ) stands for the amount of different N 3 and N 4 will be less than or equal to 9. For a training data set with 10 6 nominal data, it can be considered that the false alarm probability is less than 10 −5 .
After updating training parameters, signal generator will re-generate distorted signals and the model parameters are recalculated. New model parameters are sent to false alarm test module again. This feedback process will not end until false alarm test is passed.
The training parameters are initialized to tr C = 0.01µs, = 0.03µs and f tr d = 10MHz. The same process is used to determine the training parameters of other feature vectors. Table 5 gives the training parameters of different feature vectors. These training parameters will be used to generate distorted signals for training models. Finally, the model parameters under different feature vectors are calculated and saved for monitoring signals.
B. TEST RESULTS
In order to test the response of QDA-based method to signal distortions, several failure tests in which deliberate errors are injected into signals are conducted. The B1C data signals of BDS-3 M2 are chosen to be evaluated. We program the signal generator to transmit distorted RF signals, which are then fed into the SQM receiver. By using QDA algorithm, the decisions on distortion detection and classification can be obtained. Similar scheme for real data test had also be used by Mitelman et al. [17] , Xie et al. [30] and Raimondi et al. [31] . The classification performances on monitoring different failure types are firstly given to verify the ability to distinguish these distortions. The effect of different feature vectors on detection and classification is then analyzed in detail. Additional experiments are given to explain the impact of multipath on monitoring distortions. Besides, the detection performance of conventional multicorrelator method is provided to make a comparison with QDA-based method.
In addition to signals from signal generator, some real signals are also collected and utilized to evaluate our algorithm in terms of false alarm rate.
1) CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY UNDER DIFFERENT FAILURE TYPES
Firstly, the classification performance under different failure types are analyzed. The receiver is firstly supplied with a nominal signal and the tracking is maintained for about 10 minutes. The signals are then switched to a fixed failure type and all classification results are recorded. The classification decisions are given every 1 second and the results of one-hour running are recorded for each failure test. Three failure tests are carried out including PN code distortion with C = 0.03µs, subcarrier distortion with S = 0.03µs and analog distortion with f d = 10 MHz, σ d = 0.8 Mnepers/s. Feature vector X 5 is used in these failure tests. The C/N 0 is set to 40 dB-Hz.
The QDA-based method estimates the failure type according to the maximum value among discriminant functions g ω 2 , g ω 3 and g ω 4 . For all detected distortions, the results of discriminant functions under three failure types are shown in Fig. 7 .
Blue points represent the results of PN code distortion. Green points represent the results of subcarrier distortion. Red points represent the results of analog distortion. It is shown that the distributions of g ω 2 , g ω 3 and g ω 4 are different for these distortions. For PN code distortion, the values of g ω 2 are larger than those of g ω 3 and g ω 4 . For subcarrier distortion, the values of g ω 3 are larger than those of g ω 2 and g ω 4 . For analog distortion, the values of g ω 4 are larger than those of g ω 3 and g ω 2 . Therefore, these distorted signals can be distinguished from each other very well.
In the field of machine learning, confusion matrix, also known as error matrix, is a specific table layout that allows visualization of the classification performance. Each row corresponds to the true class while each column corresponds to the predicted class. Classification accuracy (ACC) can be used as an indicator of classification efficiency, which is defined as follows:
where TN stands for true negative, FP for false positive.
Here, ''true negative'' represents the number of the distorted signals that are identified correctly. ''False positive'' denotes the number of the distorted signals that are misclassified or missed detected. Therefore, classification accuracy represents the proportion of distorted signals that are correctly identified. Furthermore, the error rate can be defined as ERR = 1 − ACC.
The error rate is composed of missed detection rate and misclassification rate. Missed detection rate corresponds to the proportion of distorted signals that are classified into fault-free signals. And misclassification rate stands for the proportion of distorted signals that are detected but identified erroneously.
FIGURE 8. Confusion matrix between the true class and predicted class
for QDA-based distortion classification with feature vector X 5 . The distortion parameters are set to C = 0.03µs, S = 0.03µs, f d = 10MHz, σ d = 0.8Mnepers/s, respectively. Fig. 8 depicts a confusion matrix of QDA-based distortion classification with feature vector X 5 , which includes the results of PN code distortion tests, subcarrier distortion tests and analog distortion tests. The distortion parameters of these failure tests are set to C = 0.03µs, S = 0.03µs, f d = 10MHz, σ d = 0.8Mnepers/s, respectively. For the distortion parameters mentioned above, the detection accuracy is larger than 98% with C/N 0 of 40 dB-Hz. Both missed detection rate and misclassification rate are lower than 1%.
2) CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY UNDER DIFFERENT FEATURE VECTORS
Feature vectors affect the classification performance of QDA-based method significantly. They have different monitored areas and different distances between two monitored correlators. The detection metrics in X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , and X 4 have the same distance between the two monitoring points, but their monitored area sizes are different. The detection metrics in feature vector X 3 , X 5 , and X 6 have the same monitored area sizes, but their distance between two monitoring points are different. Several failure tests of subcarrier distortion, PN code distortion and analog distortion under different distortion parameters are carried out. The classification results by using different feature vectors are given in Fig. 9 . The C/N 0 is set to 40 dB-Hz.
As shown in Fig. 9 , the proposed method can identify the distortions with a relatively large S or C accurately. In addition, the proposed method is sensitive to the damping frequency f d . It is easy to identify an analog distortion with a relatively small damping frequency. However, there is no obvious influence on the detection accuracy when the damping factor σ d changes. For distortions with relatively small S (or C ) and large f d , the classification accuracy diminishes apparently, which is mainly induced by the increase of missed detection rate. Although small distortions are not easy to be detected, the tracking errors caused by these distortions are also smaller. According to the section II, the tracking error is about 4 m for a distorted signal with S = 0.02µs, and this value reduces to approximate 2 m in the case of S = 0.01µs. The tracking errors can be further reduced if differential corrections are available. Since nominal distortions (small imperfections of GNSS signals) exist in most of navigation signals [32] , [33] , the performance of a monitoring method can be considered as acceptable if the maximum tolerable differential error meets the user requirements.
As we focus on feature vector X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , and X 4 , it is found that the classification accuracy is similar among X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 . This result demonstrates that benefit of using correlator outputs far from the main peak or side peaks is marginal, because there was few useful feature about evil waveforms extracted from correlation measurements. However, the classification accuracy decreases obviously for using X 4 . It means that the monitored area cannot be too small, otherwise some distorted parts of correlation functions could be missed in detection.
Limiting the monitored area reduces the dimension of feature vector and the complexity of the algorithm. Another way to reduce the dimension of feature vector is to increase the distance between two correlator outputs. As we focus on feature vectors X 3 , X 5 , and X 6 , it is illustrated that the QDA-based method using feature vector X 5 reaches almost the same performances as the method using X 3 . Nevertheless, the classification accuracy is degraded obviously for X 6 . Compared with X 3 , X 5 reduces the number of required correlator outputs from 28 to 20. It is unnecessary to have a too dense monitored correlator distribution. Among all feature vectors mentioned above, X 5 is not optimal but limits the number of detection metrics significantly.
3) CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY UNDER MULTIPATH EFFECT
Since the SQM receivers are located near the ground, the correlation measurements may be affected by multipath signals. Due to multipath effects, the correlation measurements and corresponding detection metrics suffer from systematic biases. These systematic biases affect the calculation of model parameters. Therefore, the classification performance could be affected due to different multipath effects.
In order to analyze the influence of multipath effects, we carry out the experiments in two different scenarios. For multipath-absent scenario, the antenna is located at the rooftop of the main building in Beihang University, where there are few barriers and obstacles. The received signals suffer from small multipath effect in this scenario. For multipath-present scenario, the antenna is located at a playground surrounded by some buildings and trees, where the multipath effect is bigger. The model parameters of the two scenarios are calculated separately to meet the requirements of false alarm. Table 6 gives the classification accuracy of these two scenarios under different failure cases. In failure case 1, the signals are subjected to PN code distortion with C = 0.02µs. In failure case 2, the signals suffer from subcarrier distortion with S = 0.02µs. In failure case 3, the signals are subjected to analog distortion with f d = 14MHz and σ d = 0.8Mnepers/s. The feature vector X 5 is used in two scenarios. At each cell in Table 6 , the first value is for multipathabsent scenario and the second value is for multipath-present scenario. As we focus on C/N 0 = 40 dB-Hz, it is observed that the classification accuracy of multipath-present scenario is lower than that of multipath-absent scenario. There is a degradation on classification performance when the receiver suffers from big multipath effects. The reason for this is that the correlation functions of nominal signals are distorted due to big multipath effects. For multipath-present scenario, the model parameters of nominal signals suffer from systematic biases. The bigger multipath increases the possibility of missed detection for each failure type. With the increase of C/N 0 , the degradation of classification performance caused by multipath decreases accordingly.
4) DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL MULTI-CORRELATOR METHOD
In order to make a comparison with QDA-based method, conventional multi-correlator method is also considered in failure tests, which detects signal distortions by threshold decisions [7] . Metric value is compared to its nominal value and divided by the Minimum Detectable Error (MDE) associated to that metric, which can be expressed as follows:
where Test i is the test result of detection metric i. metric i test is the ith metric value of a test signal. metric i nom is the nominal value of metric i, which is calculated by the mean metric value of nominal signals. MDE i corresponds to the threshold of metric i, which is given by:
where σ i metric is the standard deviation of nominal metric values. K is the factor determined by the requirements of false alarm probability. The false alarm probability is also set to 10 −5 . If Test i > 1, this means that a given distortion is detected. When multiple metrics are used to monitor signals, a distortion-decision is made if any of these tests exceeds one.
The feature vector X 5 is adopted for QDA-based method in the following tests, which includes 20 ratio metrics and 10 delta metrics. To simplify this discussion, the same detection metrics are also used for conventional multi-correlator method. Fig. 10 depicts the detection performance of two methods for monitoring different failure types. Since conventional method is infeasible to classify the distortions, the detection probability is used to indicate the performance of two methods. The detection probability is calculated by the proportion of distorted signals that are detected. For the same distortion parameters, it is illustrated that the detection probability of QDA-based method is higher than conventional method when C/N 0 is lower than 45 dB-Hz. Compared with conventional multi-correlator method, the QDA-based method shows a remarkable performance improvement on detecting PN code distortion and subcarrier distortion. For analog distortion, two methods show similar detection performance.
5) REAL SIGNAL EVALUATION
In practical scenario, real signals seldom encounter distortions because of the low probabilities of these fault events. Although it is difficult to evaluate the detection probability by using real signals, it is feasible to utilize real signals to evaluate the proposed method in terms of false alarm rate. Therefore, real signal tests are carried out to verify the performance of proposed method.
The receiver configuration in real signal tests is the same with that in failure tests. The antenna is located at the rooftop of the main building in Beihang University, where there are few obstacles hindering the signals from satellites. To better evaluate our method, the signals from three Beidou satellites are selected to be monitored, including BDS-3 M2, BDS-3 M3 and BDS-3 M5. The test data were gathered between 1 and 2 December, 2019. Since test results are calculated every 10 ms, 360,000 test data can be obtained in an hour for each satellite. These data are further divided into three groups according to recorded elevation angles: less than 25 • (group 1), 25 • to 45 • (group 2) and larger than 45 • (group 3). The false alarm rate of QDA-based method for different satellites and groups is shown in Table 7 .
It is illustrated that the false alarm rate becomes smaller with the increase of elevation angle, declining from 0.0024% to 0.0003%. This trend can be also found in the results of BDS-3 M3 and BDS-3 M5 satellite. The results in group 1 are larger than 10 −5 because averaged C/N 0 (38 dB-Hz) of signals is low in the case of low elevation angle scenario. The standard deviation of correlation measurements would be larger with the decrease of elevation angle, as a result of which nominal signals are more likely to be classified incorrectly and false alarm rate increases.
Besides, it is also shown that the false alarm rates of BDS-3 M3 and BDS-3 M5 are larger compared with the results of BDS-3 M2, rising to 0.0009% and 0.0008% in group 3 respectively. This is because the signals used in the monitoring are different from those used in the training. It is noted that the signals used in the training come from BDS-3 M2. The correlation functions of signals from different satellites show slight differences although they have the same modulation type. These slight differences can lead to an increase in false alarm rate. It is better to train the model for each satellite signal so that these differences can be removed.
V. DISCUSSION
In our work, the model parameters are calculated according to a set of specific training parameters. The results prove that the proposed method is feasible to detect and classify the distortions with C ≥ tr C , S ≥ tr S or f d ≤ f tr d , as illustrated in figure 9 . If we need to distinguish smaller distortions, these training parameters can be adjusted to meet new requirements. For instance, tr C can be set to 0.02µs if we decide to identify a PN code distortion with C ≥ 0.02µs. It is worth noting that longer integration time is needed to reduce the increasing false alarm rate induced by smaller training parameters.
When multiple failures are considered in our work, there will be 7 different failure types including 3 single failure types and 4 composite failure types (analog-code distortion, analog-subcarrier distortion, analog-code-subcarrier distortion and code-subcarrier distortion). Specifically, all the distortions related to analog failure (including single analog distortion, analog-code distortion, analog-subcarrier distortion, analog-code-subcarrier distortion) will suffer from severe differential tracking errors due to oscillations around the slope changes of the correlation functions. So, we can consolidate these four failure types (Category I). Single subcarrier distortion and code-subcarrier distortion can all lead to shifted correlation peak [10] . The range errors are similar for different correlator spacings, so the range errors induced by these distortions can be reduced significantly via differential corrections. These two types can also be consolidated (Category II). The signals subjected to PN code distortion have no tracking error, so this failure type can be assigned to another group (Category III). Thus, it is unnecessary to distinguish every failure type from each other, because some of them have similar impact on tracking errors.
After the consolidation of failure types, several tests on composite failures are conducted. The distortion parameters are set to C = 0.03µs, S = 0.03µs, f d = 10 MHz and σ d = 0.8 Mnepers/s for all composite failures. It is found that 100% of analog-code distortions, 98.9% of analog-subcarrier distortions and 96.1% of analog-code-subcarrier distortions are classified into analog failure type (C/N 0 = 40dB-Hz). Therefore, most of the distortions in Category I can be classified into the group of analog failure (ω 4 ) although classification accuracy shows a slight decline. In addition, it is showed that g ω 2 and g ω 3 tend to be two of largest values for most code-subcarrier distortions, with 95% of the results of codesubcarrier distortions possessing this feature. In contrast, g ω 2 and g ω 1 (g ω 2 > g ω 1 ) tend to be two of largest values for single PN code distortion, with the proportion reaching 98.85%. We modify the decision part of proposed method by using the second largest value of g ω i so that we are able to distinguish code-subcarrier distortions from PN code distortions.
Thus, these multiple distortions can be also classified, though there is a slight dip in classification accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION
A QDA-based method is proposed to detect distortions of Beidou B1C data signals and estimate failure types including analog distortion, subcarrier distortion and PN code distortion.
According to the experimental results, a set of training parameters are recommended: tr C = tr S = 0.03µs, f tr d = 10MHz, σ tr d = 0.8Mnepers/ sec ond and feature vector X 5 . In this case, The classification accuracy is higher than 98% at C/N 0 = 40dB-Hz for PN code distortions with C ≥ 0.03µs, subcarrier distortions with S ≥ 0.03µs and analog distortions with f d ≤ 10 MHz.
The QDA-based method shows better performance on detecting distortions compared with traditional multicorrelator method. For subcarrier distortion with S = 0.03µs(C/N 0 = 40 dB-Hz), traditional method suffers from severe missed detection, with 18.5% of the distorted signals regarded as fault-free signals. In contrast, the missed detection rate is extremely low for proposed method, dropping to 0.98%. Another advantage of the proposed method over conventional multi-correlator method is the added ability of estimating and distinguishing failure types. The proposed method has already been verified on Beidou B1C data signals, which is meaningful for improving the integrity of GNSS in the future.
